
Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim: the battle of liberation need to prepare the ground
psychologically, politically and militarily

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim, head of the Iraqi National Alliance, described the liberating the land

from the hands of Daesh usurpers, outlaws, and subversive deviant ideologists a big challenge,

detailing the reason for making it the biggest challenge by saying, \"this challenge is to

create a platform for the battle psychologically, politically and militarily, and the military

readiness could be the easiest,\" noting the heroic militants and mujahideen are ready to carry

out their duties for the sake of their faith and their holy places and their homeland, adding,

\"but the anxiety comes from some who may not accommodate the diligence and gravity of the

challenge and drown in self-accounts and personal attitudes, or who are thinking of getting an

excess piece of land more than the limits allow him.\"

\r\n

This took place at the apostles’ semi-annual conference preceding the month of Ramadan and the

month of Muharram in Najaf Thursday, 22.9.2016.

\r\n

The patience of the people and the Religious Authority are the reason for this achievement 

\r\n

the leader of the Iraqi National Alliance indicated that the devious terrorist Daesh is

vanquished, and all the world testify that in spite of all problems, obstacles and challenges

the Iraqis had proven that “they might bow, but won’t kneel”, indicating that this achievement

was possible through the patience of the people of Iraq and their will, and because of the

Religious Authority this graceful blessing from God, being the father, the shepherd, the

guidance that set our route.

\r\n

The Iraqi experience has serious mistakes

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim counted the project to build the state and the cohesion of community the

foundation for homeland protection project, indicating that the launching point is unifying

goals in spite of varied tracks, for without the unity of goal, vision and project, we are

unable to further protecting the country and consolidate its historical and cultural role and

demarcation of our role as a people in the present and future, noting that the Iraqi experience

was difficult, bitter and harsh with many mistakes committed, perhaps mostly are not committed

intentionally, but serious mistakes committed and had costed us a lot and we almost could lose



everything, explaining the these mistakes by saying \"one of the most important reasons for

these mistakes that we were thinking in individual separated minds! And this separation was not

limited to thoughts only, but also extended to the separation from reality and lack of

interacting with social events, accelerating developments and huge complex challenges

efficiently with the desired level of depth and seriousness. \"

\r\n

The roadmap of priorities in the current and future phase

\r\n

His Eminence stated that the legitimate and moral, national and humanitarian responsibility is

guide and regulator for the compass of \"our movement in the political and social mission\",

calling to plan a roadmap for priorities in the current and future phase, expressing his

certainty that the working in separated minds, factional projects, hasty steps and being

overwhelmed with reactions does not lead to any desired outcome, as well as the aggravation and

escalation and cramping in attitudes that may win a round but lose the project and public and

the nation, shouldering the apostles the responsible for the forming public awareness and to

reassure the public and protect it psychologically before waves of frustration and despair, and

this is a religious and humanitarian responsibility, through establishing hope among the

people, criticize cons objectively and find and highlight pros.

\r\n

Withstanding responsibility differs from opposition action

\r\n

The leader of the Iraqi National Alliance, stated that the experience of direct political

action and to address the responsibility in running the homeland and citizen affairs is quite

different from the opposition action, pointing out that this experience was fraught by

challenges ,and under heavy legacy and great deal of intrusions, in addition to loss of

project’s unity and vision, adding, \"however The work and self-development and modify paths,

and to move forward strongly with hope, is a priority that must not been compromised. \"

\r\n

Liberating homeland and building the country requires unity

\r\n

His Eminence stressed solidify the lines and unify stances and reach an agreement even if it is

at the level minimum of common priority aspects in the next phase, adding that the

liberalization of homeland and building the state and society require unity, and by liberation



of homeland we have \"achieved the objectives of the country project\", addressing the

conferees \" your religious, doctrinal and moral role is important and strategic in the next

phase in spite of the presence of some who encroach, create chaos or attempt to direct the

people’s frustration and despair against the sons of the Islamic project \" expressing his

certainty in the failure of these attempts as other attempts had failed, pointing out that\"

this conflict was previously present and will remain in the future, but that does not absolve

those who mistreat the value of Islamic role through wrong behaviors and practices, \"stressing

on working with leaders of the Iraqi National Alliance to institutionalized it and transformed

it from just an electoral coalition to provide a prime ministerial candidate to a political

institution serving the state and supports wise political action and seriously and effectively

interact with people, hoping to succeed in this task, despite of being difficult and complexed

but not impossible, if a minimum level of agreement and a lot of sincere intentions were

provided, referring to efforts on holding the Iraqi National Alliance\'s General Authority

meetings that did not take place for years, counting basing on solid grounds a requirement to

springboard to the national project, stressing that the institutionalization of the Iraqi

National Alliance is an essential and important step to develop a mature and conscious

political action learning from mistakes, investing opportunities and face challenges

intelligently and wisely.


